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Jude Law and wife Phillipa Coan step out in London (28)
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EXCLUSIVE: **FIRST PICS**    Jude Law, 47, and wife Phillipa Coan, 33, step out in London weeks after she was seen heavily pregnant. Phillipa could be seen here just weeks after she was spotted looking heavily pregnant.    The behavioural psychologist looked svelte in a simple black dress paired with ?L495 Herm??s Oran sandals and a ?L2,050 Celine bag, as she emerged with her rugged actor husband, who is already a father-of-five, in the capital. Jude meanwhile opted for total comfort in ripped grey sweat pants and a loose-fitting top    The couple, whose baby news came to light in May, were last seen enjoying a stroll in Camden in June, where Phillipa showed her growing bump.  05 Aug 2020  Pictured: Jude Law, Phillipa Coan.  Photo credit: MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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